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EXCEL AND CSV FILE HEADERS

This docu ment describes the head ers used to identify the data that is processed and created by the ap plic a tion. The headers are loc -
ated in the first (hid den) rows of the Excel file, and form the top row of CSV files. Use UTF-8 char acter en coding and either tab or semi-
colon as data delim iters. Quotation marks in the data are not ne cessary.

NFleet uses these headers to identify and process the data that is being im ported. The headers are re quired for the import to func tion.

Vehicles headers

Long headers
(Excel)

Short
headers
(CSV) Explanation

#NF-
VEHICLE-
NAME

VehID The vehicle name - use a de scriptive name, e.g. license number of the used vehicle.

#NF-
VEHICLE-
TYPE

VType The vehicle type - for defining possible incompatibilities denote a vehicle class of your own choice
(typically "car", "truck", "van" etc.). When naming the types you can use alpha bets, numbers, dash and
underscore. Do not use any other characters (e.g. space).

#NF-
VEHICLE-IN-
FO1

VInfo1 A text field for own notes

#NF-
VEHICLE-CA-
PACITY1

VCap1 Vehicle capacity 1 - Up to three parallel capacities can be used, e.g. max imum number of carts, max-
imum weight of the cargo, maximum volume. The units need to be in full in tegers - use multiplied
number if ne cessary (e.g. not 2.34 but 234). These need to be comparable to the ca pacities defined
within the tasks.

#NF-
VEHICLE-CA-
PACITY2

VCap2 Vehicle capacity 2 - see explana tion above

#NF-
VEHICLE-CA-
PACITY3

VCap3 Vehicle capacity 3 - see explana tion above

#NF-
VEHICLE-
SPEED-PRO-
FILE

VSpeedP The maximum speed allowed for the vehicle. The data format needs to be "Max__Kmh", e.g.
"Max80Kmh". You can use five different options: 40, 60, 80, 100 or 120 km/h. Note that only one
speed pro file per case is allowed at the moment.

#NF-
VEHICLE-
SPEED-
FACTOR

VSpeedF Use values below 1 to reduce the average speed of the vehicle. The speed limit or the maximum speed
of the vehicle, which ever is the smallest, is multiplied by this number. For example: if the vehicle's
speed profile is 80km/h, the speed limit on a road 40km/h and the vehicle's speed coef ficient 0.7, the
average speed of the vehicle on that road would be 40km/h * 0.7 = 28km/h

#NF-
VEHICLE-
FIXEDCOST

VFixedC The fixed cost for a vehicle that occurs when taken into use (has assigned tasks). 

#NF-
VEHICLE-
KILO-
METERCOST

VKmC The cost for a vehicle per driven kilo meter. 

#NF-
VEHICLE-
HOURCOST

VHourC The cost for a vehicle per hour in use. 

#NF-
VEHICLE-
MAX-DRIV-
ING-TIME

VMaxDriv The maximum driv ing time for the driver of the specific vehicle (in hours). Use dot as a decimal sep ar-
ator.

#NF-
VEHICLE-
MAX-WORK-
ING-TIME

VMax-
Work

The maximum working time for the driver of the specific vehicle (in hours). Use dot as a decimal sep -
arator.

#NF-
VEHICLE-
PICKUP-AD-
DRESS

VPAdd The street name and house num ber of the pickup loca tion. If coordinates are preset this can be set to
"(no)".

#NF-
VEHICLE-
PICKUP-
POSTALCODE

VPPc Postal code of the pickup loca tion.

#NF-
VEHICLE-
PICKUP-CITY

VPCity Name of the city of the pickup loc a tion. If co ordinates are preset this can be set to "(no)".

#NF-
VEHICLE-
PICKUP-
COUNTRY

VPCtry Name of the country of the pickup loc a tion. If co ordinates are preset this can be set to "(no)". At ten-
tion! The country name needs to be written in Eng lish.
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Long headers
(Excel)

Short
headers
(CSV) Explanation

#NF-
VEHICLE-
PICKUP-LAT-
ITUDE

VPLat Latitude co ordinate of the pickup loc a tion in WGS 84 format, optional "(no)" if address data is
present. A file down loaded after the optimiza tion contains coordinates in addition to the address.

#NF-
VEHICLE-
PICKUP-LON-
GITUDE

VPLon Longitude co ordinate of the pickup loc a tion in WGS 84 format, optional "(no)" if address data is
present. A file down loaded after the optimiza tion contains coordinates in addition to the address.

#NF-
VEHICLE-DE-
LIVERY-AD-
DRESS

VDAdd The street name and house num ber of the delivery loca tion. If coordinates are preset this can be set
to "(no)".

#NF-
VEHICLE-DE-
LIVERY-
POSTALCODE

VDPc Postal code of the delivery loca tion.

#NF-
VEHICLE-DE-
LIVERY-CITY

VDCity Name of the city of the de livery loca tion. If co ordinates are preset this can be set to "(no)".

#NF-
VEHICLE-DE-
LIVERY-
COUNTRY

VDCtry Name of the country of the delivery loca tion. If co ordinates are preset this can be set to "(no)". At ten-
tion! The country name needs to be written in Eng lish.

#NF-
VEHICLE-DE-
LIVERY-LAT-
ITUDE

VDLat Latitude co ordinate of the de livery loca tion in WGS 84 format, optional "(no)" if address data is
present. A file down loaded after the optimiza tion contains coordinates in addition to the address.

#NF-
VEHICLE-DE-
LIVERY-LON-
GITUDE

VDLon Longitude co ordinate of the de livery loca tion in WGS 84 format, optional "(no)" if address data is
present. A file down loaded after the optimiza tion contains coordinates in addition to the address.

#NF-
VEHICLE-
TIMEWIN -
DOWSTART

VTWStart Earliest time when the vehicle can be picked up for use in the pickup address. Format: dd.mm.yyyy
hh:mm (in text format)

#NF-
VEHICLE-
TIMEWIN -
DOWEND

VTWEnd Latest time when the vehicle can be returned to the delivery address. Format: dd.mm.yyyy hh:mm (in
text format)

#NF-
VEHICLE-
ACTIVITY-
STATE

VAct The activ ity state of a vehicle tells if the vehicle is allowed to be used in the op timiza tion. In active
vehicles are dis played on the map with grey mark ers, but no tasks will be given to them. Use val ues
"Active", "Inactive" or "(no)". "(no)" means that the vehicle is act ive. If the vehicle has been made inact-
ive in the applic a tion, the down loaded file will indicate this.

#NF-
VEHICLE-RE-
LOCATE

VRel Type "End" if the vehicle can be delivered to any vehicle delivery address. Otherwise type "(no)" or
"None". This functionality is used when there are mul tiple depots and it is pos sible to choose an al -
ternative de livery depot, if it allows more ef ficient routes.

#NF-
VEHICLE-
CURRENT-
LAT ITUDE

VCLat Latitude co ordinate of the current vehicle loca tion in WGS 84 format. This is used to dis play the cur -
rent loca tion of the vehicle when doing continuous planning, i.e. updating the plans during the day.

#NF-
VEHICLE-
CURRENT-
LON GITUDE

VCLon Longitude co ordinate of the current vehicle loca tion in WGS 84 format. This is used to dis play the
current loca tion of the vehicle when doing continuous plan ning, i.e. updating the plans during the
day.

#NF-
VEHICLE-
PICKUP-RES -
OLU TION

VPGeoRes The pickup loca tion's geocoding resolu tion. See Geocoding Resolution and Confidence.

#NF-
VEHICLE-DE-
LIVERY-RES-
OLU TION

VDGeoRes The delivery loca tion's geocoding resolu tion. See Geocoding Resolution and Confidence.

#NF-
VEHICLE-
PICKUP-
CONFIDENCE

VPConf The pickup loca tion's geocoding confidence. See Geocoding Resolution and Confidence.

#NF-
VEHICLE-DE-
LIVERY-CON-
FIDENCE

VDConf The delivery loca tion's geocoding confidence. See Geocoding Resolution and Confidence.

#NF-
VEHICLE-

VCCol Changed columns - re turns the headers of the columns which were changed in the ap plic a tion.

 



Long headers
(Excel)

Short
headers
(CSV) Explanation

CHANGED-
COLUMNS

Tasks headers

Long headers
(Excel and
CSV)

Short
headers
(CSV) Explanation

#NF-TASK-ID TaskID Order ID / description - use a de scriptive ID, for your own reference

#NF-TASK-IN-
FO1

Info1 Text field 1 for own notes.

#NF-TASK-IN-
FO2

Info2 Text field 2 for own notes.

#NF-TASK-IN-
FO3

Info3 Text field 3 for own notes.

#NF-TASK-IN-
FO4

Info4 Text field 4 for own notes.

#NF-TASK-
CAPACITY1

Cap1 Amount (in units of ca pacity 1) - e.g. no. of carts

#NF-TASK-
CAPACITY2

Cap2 Amount (in units of ca pacity 2) - e.g. total weight of the order

#NF-TASK-
CAPACITY3

Cap3 Amount (in units of ca pacity 3) - e.g.total volume of the task (order).

#NF-TASK-
PROFIT

Prio The re l ative importance for the task. The optimiza tion nor mally tends to pick up big ger tasks in capa-
city. The re l ative importance of smaller tasks can be in creased by giving them higher pri ority values
than the lar ger tasks.

#NF-TASK-
PICKUP-AD-
DRESS

PAdd The street name and house num ber of the pickup loca tion. If coordinates are preset this can be set to "
(no)".

#NF-TASK-
PICKUP-
POSTALCODE

PPc The postal code of the pickup loca tion.

#NF-TASK-
PICKUP-CITY

PCity Name of the city of the pickup loc a tion. If co ordinates are preset this can be set to "(no)".

#NF-TASK-
PICKUP-
COUNTRY

PCtry Name of the country of the pickup loc a tion. If coordinates are preset this can be set to "(no)". At ten-
tion! The country name needs to be writ ten in English.

#NF-TASK-
PICKUP-LAT-
ITUDE

PLat Latitude co ordinate of the pickup loc a tion in WGS 84 format, optional "(no)" if address data is present.
A file downloaded after the optimiza tion contains coordinates in addition to the address.

#NF-TASK-
PICKUP-LON-
GITUDE

PLon Longitude co ordinate of the pickup loc a tion in WGS 84 format, optional "(no)" if address data is
present. A file down loaded after the optimiza tion contains coordinates in addition to the address.

#NF-TASK-
PICKUP-SER -
VICETIME

PSerT Time reserved for loading the order at the pickup loc a tion per one order (in minutes). 

#NF-TASK-
PICKUP-
STOPPING-
TIME

PStopT Time reserved for ar riving and leav ing the loca tion, for example time needed for parking the vehicle (in
minutes). Used only once when mul tiple pickups are consecutively in the same loca tion.

#NF-TASK-
PICKUP-
TIMEWIN -
DOWSTART

PTWStart Earliest time when the order can be picked up from the pickup address. Format: dd.mm.yyyy hh:mm (in
text format)

#NF-TASK-
PICKUP-
TIMEWIN -
DOWEND

PTWEnd Latest time when the order can be picked up from the pickup ad dress. Format: dd.mm.yyyy hh:mm (in
text format)

#NF-TASK-
DELIVERY-
ADDRESS

DAdd The street name and house num ber of the delivery loca tion. If coordinates are preset this can be set to
"(no)".

#NF-TASK-
DELIVERY-
POSTALCODE

DPc Postal code of the delivery loca tion.

#NF-TASK-
DELIVERY-
CITY

DCity Name of the city of the de livery loca tion. If co ordinates are preset this can be set to "(no)".

#NF-TASK-
DELIVERY-

DCtry Name of the country of the de livery loca tion. If coordinates are preset this can be set to "(no)". At ten-
tion! The country name needs to be writ ten in English.

 



Long headers
(Excel and
CSV)

Short
headers
(CSV) Explanation

COUNTRY

#NF-TASK-
DELIVERY-
LAT ITUDE

DLat Latitude co ordinate of the de livery loca tion in WGS 84 format, optional "(no)" if address data is
present. A file down loaded after the optimiza tion contains coordinates in addition to the address.

#NF-TASK-
DELIVERY-
LON GITUDE

DLon Longitude co ordinate of the de livery loca tion in WGS 84 format, optional "(no)" if address data is
present. A file down loaded after the optimiza tion contains coordinates in addition to the address.

#NF-TASK-
DELIVERY-
SERVICETIME

DSerT Time reserved for unloading the order at the delivery loca tion per one order (in minutes).

#NF-TASK-
DELIVERY-
STOPPING-
TIME

DStopT Time reserved for ar riving and leav ing the loca tion, for example time needed for parking the vehicle (in
minutes). Used only once when mul tiple pickups are consecutively in the same loca tion.

#NF-TASK-
DELIVERY-
TIMEWIN -
DOWSTART

DTWStart Earliest time when the order can be delivered to the de livery address. Format: dd.mm.yyyy hh:mm (in
text format)

#NF-TASK-
DELIVERY-
TIMEWIN -
DOWEND

DTWEnd Latest time when the order can be de livered to the de livery address. Format: dd.mm.yyyy hh:mm (in
text format)

#NF-TASK-IN-
COMPATIBIL-
ITIES

Incomp Incompatible vehicle types - vehicle types that are not suitable to de liver this order. In such a case the
vehicle types need to be specified before hand (see "vehicle" section above) within the "Type of
Vehicle" column in the vehicle sheet. Use comma to separate the types (if more than one).

#NF-TASK-
COMPATIBIL-
ITIES

Comp The only vehicle types that are suit able for de livering the order. This ex cludes all the other vehicle
types for this order in the optimiza tion. Cannot be used simultaneously with "in compatible vehicle
types". Use comma to separate the types (if more than one).

#NF-TASK-
DEPOT-IN -
COMPATIBIL-
ITIES

DepIn-
comp

The depot types which are not compatible with this task (either pickup or delivery). In such a case the
depot types need to be specified before hand (see "depot" section) within the "Type of depot" column in
the depot sheet. Use comma to separate the types (if more than one).

#NF-TASK-
DEPOT-COM-
PATIBILITIES

Dep Comp The only depot types which are com patible with this task (either pickup or delivery). This excludes all
other depot types for this task in the optimiza tion. This can not be used simultaneously with "in com-
patible depot types". Use comma to separate the types (if more than one).

#NF-TASK-
ACTIVITY-
STATE

TAct The activ ity state of a task tells if the task is taken into the op timiza tion. In active tasks are shown on
the map with grey mark ers, but will not be placed on any route. Use values "Act ive", "Inactive" or "
(no)". "(no)" means that the task is act ive. If a task has been made inactive in the applic a tion, the down-
loaded file will indic ate this.

#NF-TASK-
RELOCATE

TRel Type "Pickup" if an al ternative depot can be used for the order pickup. The loca tions of the altern ative
depots used are taken from the depot sheet (or if not given there, vehicle delivery addresses). Type
"Delivery" if an alternative depot can be used for the order de livery. If neither is allowed, type "(no)" or
"None". NOTE! "Pickup" and "Delivery" values cannot be used simultaneously in a same file.

#NF-TASK-
VEHICLEID

TVehId The "Vehicle name / registra tion num ber" of the vehicle which serves this task. NOTE! In previous ver-
sion of the app the "Vehicle ID/Name" was the se quence number of the vehicle. This means that old
Excel files do not work in the app without modi fic a tions.

#NF-TASK-
PICKUP-SE-
QUEN -
CENUMBER

PSeq Sequence number of pickup - these will form an order how points are visited, for the vehicle in ques -
tion. The vehicle ID must be stated ex plicitly. The same num ber can be used for two (or more) task
events to state that these must be picked up next to each other, but their chro nological order is then
not fixed.

#NF-TASK-
DELIVERY-SE-
QUEN -
CENUMBER

DSeq Sequence number of delivery - these will form an order how points are vis ited, for the vehicle in ques -
tion. The vehicle ID must be stated ex plicitly. The same num ber can be used for two (or more) task
events to state that these must be picked up next to each other, but their chro nological order is then
not fixed.

#NF-TASK-IS-
LOCKED

IsLocked Is locked? - The task pickup and delivery can be locked to its pos i tion. The accep ted values are "(no)",
"Pickup", "Both" and "vehicle". The cor respond ing se quence numbers and vehicle ID must be defined.
The status of "is locked" means that the optimiza tion process does not take those locked task events
into ac count, except if "vehicle" is used.If e.g. the last locked task event has the sequence number 7, all
the task events hav ing the se quence number 7 or below are also con sidered locked. This can be used
to freeze the op timized plan up until some designated point in time, so that run ning the optimiza tion
again will not change the plan for these locked task events.

#NF-TASK-
PICKUP-AC-
TUALTIME

PATime The actual time of the pickup - order can have an explicitly set arrival time. This will lock the task event
to the vehicle AND set its arrival time to be spe cified. (Attention! Setting vehicle time to be in con flict
with other set vehicle times (for example, arrival times in wrong order compared to sequence) can
cause unexpected be haviour). The vehicle ID and the se quence number(s) must be stated ex plicitly.
Format: dd. mm.yyyy hh:mm

#NF-TASK-
DELIVERY-
ACTUALTIME

DATime The actual time of the delivery - order can have an explicitly set arrival time. This will lock the task
event to the vehicle AND set its ar rival time to be spe cified. (Attention! Setting vehicle time to be in
conflict with other set vehicle times (for ex ample, arrival times in wrong order compared to sequence)
can cause unexpected be haviour). The vehicle ID and the sequence number(s) must be stated ex pli-
citly. Format: dd.mm.yyyy hh:mm

#NF-TASK- PGeoRes The pickup loca tion's geocoding resolu tion. See Geocoding Resolution and Confidence.

 



Long headers
(Excel and
CSV)

Short
headers
(CSV) Explanation

PICKUP-RES -
OLU TION

#NF-TASK-
DELIVERY-
RESOLU TION

DGeoRes The delivery loca tion's geocoding resolu tion. See Geocoding Resolution and Confidence. 

#NF-TASK-
PICKUP-
CONFIDENCE

PConf The pickup loca tion's geocoding confidence. See Geocoding Resolution and Confidence. 

#NF-TASK-
DELIVERY-
CONFIDENCE

DConf The delivery loca tion's geocoding confidence. See Geocoding Resolution and Confidence.

#NF-TASK-
CHANGED-
COLUMNS

CCol Changed columns - re turns the headers of the columns which were changed in the ap plic a tion.

Depot head ers

Long headers
(Excel and CSV)

Short
headers
(CSV) Explanation

#NF-DEPOT-
NAME

DepID The name of the depot. Use a de scriptive name for your own reference.

#NF-DEPOT-
TYPE

Dep-
Type

The type of depot - for de fining possible incompatibilities denote a depot type of your own choice.
When nam ing the types you can use al phabets, numbers, dash and un derscore. Do not use any other
characters (e.g. space).

#NF-DEPOT-
INFO1

DepIn-
fo1

A text field for own notes

#NF-DEPOT-
CAPACITY1

Dep -
Cap1

The ca pacity 1 of the depot - These need to be com parable to the ca pacities defined within the tasks
and vehicles.

#NF-DEPOT-
CAPACITY2

Dep -
Cap2

The ca pacity 2 of the depot - These need to be com parable to the ca pacities defined within the tasks
and vehicles.

#NF-DEPOT-
CAPACITY3

Dep -
Cap3

The ca pacity 3 of the depot - These need to be comparable to the ca pacities defined within the tasks
and vehicles.

#NF-DEPOT-
ADDRESS

DepAdd The street name and house num ber of the depot. If co ordinates are preset this can be set to "(no)".

#NF-DEPOT-
POSTALCODE

DepPc The postal code of the depot. If coordinates are preset this can be set to "(no)".

#NF-DEPOT-
CITY

Dep City The city in which the depot is located. If coordinates are preset this can be set to "(no)".

#NF-DEPOT-
COUNTRY

De-
pCtry

The country in which the depot is located. If coordinates are preset this can be set to "(no)". At tention!
The country name needs to be writ ten in Eng lish.

#NF-DEPOT-
LAT ITUDE

DepLat Latitude co ordinate of the depot in WGS 84 format, op tional "(no)" if address data is present. A file
downloaded after the optimiza tion contains coordinates in addition to the address.

#NF-DEPOT-
LON GITUDE

DepLon Longitude co ordinate of the depot in WGS 84 format, op tional "(no)" if address data is present. A file
downloaded after the optimiza tion contains coordinates in addition to the address.

#NF-DEPOT-
STOPPING-
TIME

Dep-
StopT

Stopping time at this depot in minutes. If the stopping time of a task and depot stopping time are not
equal, the larger value will be used in the op timiza tion.

#NF-DEPOT-
CONFIDENCE

Dep -
Conf

The depot loc a tion's geocoding confidence. See Geocoding Resolution and Confidence.

#NF-DEPOT-
CHANGED-
COLUMNS

DepCol Changed columns - re turns the headers of the columns which were changed in the ap plic a tion.

#NF-DEPOT-
RESOLU TION

Dep -
GeoRes

The depot loc a tion's geocoding resolu tion. See Geocoding Resolution and Confidence.

Geocoding Resolu tion and Con fidence
The res olu tion refers to how the geo coding was done. The resolu tion is given as a string of text in which each letter rep resents one
part of how the geocoding was done. The text string can contain the fol lowing characters: DCPFSHIAONM-

Character Meaning

D----------- coorDinate

-C---------- City

--P--------- Postal code

---F-------- postal code aFter city (city not found, but postal code is)

----S------- Street

 



-----H------ House number

------I----- Inexact

-------A---- Ambiguous (several possib ilities found)

--------O--- house number Out of range

---------N-- house number Not given

----------M- house numbers Missing from street data

The con fidence is an integer between 0 and 100 telling how re liable the geo coding was. In the following table all the possible altern at-
ives are presented:

Resolution meaning
Resol-
ution

Con-
fid-
ence UI mes sage

City, Street, HouseNumber -C--
SH--

100 Exact ad dress found with city and street.

PostalCode, Street, HouseNumber --P-
SH--

100 Exact ad dress found with postal code and street.

Coordinate D------
-

100 Loca tion iden tified with coordinates.

City, Street, HouseNumber, Inexact -C--
SHI-

90 Inexact ad dress found with city.

PostalCode, Street, HouseNumber, Inexact --P-
SHI-

90 Inexact ad dress found with postal code.

City, Street -C--S-
--

80 Address found with city, but house was not found.

PostalCode, Street --P-S--
-

80 Address found with postal code, but house was not found.

City, Street, Inexact -C--S-
I-

72 Inexact ad dress found with city, but house was not found.

PostalCode, Street, Inexact --P-S-
I-

72 Inexact ad dress found with postal code, but house was not found.

PostalCode, Street, HouseNumber, Am-
biguous

--P-
SH-A

60 Ambiguous street name in postal code area.

City, Street, HouseNumber, Ambiguous -C--
SH-A

60 Ambiguous street name in city.

City, Street, HouseNumber, Inexact, Am-
biguous

-C--
SHIA

54 Could not find exact ad dress, and found am biguous results in city.

PostalCode, Street, HouseNumber, Inex-
act, Am biguous

--P-
SHIA

54 Could not find exact ad dress, and found am biguous results in postal
code area.

PostalCodeAfter City, Street, HouseNum-
ber

---
FSH--

50 Exact ad dress found using postal code, but the given city was not
identified.

PostalCode, Street, Ambiguous --P-S--
A

48 Ambiguous res ult in postal code area, and house could not be loc -
ated.

City, Street, Am biguous -C--S-
-A

48 Ambiguous res ult in city, and house could not be loc ated.

PostalCodeAfter City, Street, HouseNum-
ber, In exact

---
FSHI-

45 Inexact ad dress found using postal code, but the given city was not
identified.

PostalCode, Street, Inexact, Ambiguous --P-S-
IA

43 Ambiguous inexact result in postal code area, and house could not
be loc ated.

City, Street, Inexact, Am biguous -C--S-
IA

43 Ambiguous inexact result in city, and house could not be located.

PostalCodeAfter City, Street ---FS--
-

40 Address found using postal code, but the given city was not iden ti-
fied and house was not found.

PostalCodeAfter City, Street, In exact ---FS-
I-

36 Inexact ad dress found using postal code, but the given city was not
identified and house was not found.

PostalCodeAfter City, Street, HouseNum-
ber, Ambiguous

---
FSH-A

30 We could not find this address.

PostalCodeAfter City, Street, HouseNum-
ber, In exact, Am biguous

---
FSHIA

27 We could not find this address.

PostalCodeAfter City, Street, Ambiguous ---FS--
A

24 We could not find this address.

PostalCodeAfter City, Street, In exact, Am-
biguous

---FS-
IA

21 We could not find this address.

PostalCode --P----
-

16 We could not find this address.

City -C-----
-

16 We could not find this address.

 



Resolution meaning
Resol-
ution

Con-
fid-
ence UI mes sage
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PostalCode, In exact --P---
I-

14 We could not find this address.

City, In exact -C----
I-

14 We could not find this address.

Street, House Number ----
SH--

12 We could not find this address.

Street, House Number, In exact ----
SHI-

11 We could not find this address.

Street ----S--
-

10 We could not find this address.

City, Ambiguous -C-----
A

9 We could not find this address.

PostalCode, Ambiguous --P----
A

9 We could not find this address.

Street, Inexact ----S-I- 9 We could not find this address.

PostalCode, In exact, Am biguous --P---
IA

8 We could not find this address.

City, In exact, Am biguous -C----
IA

8 We could not find this address.

Street, House Number, Ambiguous ----
SH-A

7 We could not find this address.

Street, House Number, In exact, Ambiguous ----
SHIA

6 We could not find this address.

Street, Ambiguous ----S--
A

6 We could not find this address.

Street, Inexact, Am biguous ----S-
IA

5 We could not find this address.

None -------- 0 We could not find this address.
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